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Architectural Review Board
Staff Report

From: Jonathan Lait, Planning and Development Services Director
Lead Department: Planning and Development Services

Meeting Date: March 2, 2023

TITLE 
PUBLIC HEARING / QUASI-JUDICIAL. 3001 El Camino Real [22PLN-00229]:  Consideration of 
Applicant’s Request for Approval of a Major Architectural Review Application Allowing 
Demolition of Two Existing Retail Buildings to Construct a 129 Unit, 100% Affordable, Five-story, 
Multi-family Residential Rental Development Utilizing Allowances and Concessions Provided in 
Accordance With State Density Bonus Regulations. The Units Would be Deed Restricted to 
Serve Tenants Meeting 30%-50% of Area Median Income. The Project Would be Located on a 
49,864 Square-Foot lot Located at 3001-3017 El Camino Real. Environmental Assessment: An 
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration Was Circulated for a 30-day Public Review 
Beginning on February 13, 2023 and Ending on March 15, 2023 Accordance With the California 
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Zoning District: CS (Service Commercial). 

RECOMMENDATION  
Staff recommends the Architectural Review Board (ARB) take the following action(s): 

1. Consider the Mitigated Negative Declaration and Mitigation Monitoring and
Reporting Plan; and
2. Provide comments and continue to a date uncertain.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
The proposed 100% affordable housing project, located on El Camino Real between Acacia 
Avenue and Olive Avenue, includes 129 residential rental units to be provided to very low-
income (30%-50% of AMI) tenants on a 1.14-acre parcel. The project would replace two vacant 
structures (formerly Mike’s Bikes retail use totaling 9,000 sf) and a surface parking lot. The 
applicant filed a compliant pre-application in accordance with Senate Bill 330 on May 17, 2022. 
Therefore, the project analysis is based on the applicable objective standards at the time the 
compliant SB 330 preapplication was submitted.

The affordable project qualifies for up to four concessions, or changes to the objective 
development standards, to accommodate the development in accordance with the State 
Density Bonus allowances (California Government Code §65915) and PAMC Chapter 18.15. This 
project qualifies based on the percentage and income level restrictions on the provided units. 
Separately, the project is eligible for a height increase of up to 33 feet, unlimited density, and 
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exemptions from parking requirements based on the site’s proximity to transit. The applicant 
has requested four concessions to allow for:

• An increase in floor area from 0.6 to 2.7
• An increase in lot coverage from 50% to 74%;
• A reduced rear setback on Acacia Avenue from 10 feet to 5 feet;
• Change in location of open space to allow some of the common usable open space to

be provided on the second-floor podium.

The new five-story building height would be 60 feet where between 68 and 83 feet is allowed 
under state law (68 feet within 150 feet of R-1 zoning and 83 feet beyond). A stair feature at 
each end of the building extends to a height of 66 feet, three inches. A location map for the 
proposed project is included in Attachment A and the project plans are included in Attachment 
J.

The City, acting as the lead agency in accordance with the California Environmental Quality Act, 
prepared an Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration (MND) for the proposed project, 
which was circulated for a 30-day public review on February 13, 2023. The comment period 
ends on March 15, 2023. 

BACKGROUND
On November 17, 2022 the ARB reviewed the project. Minutes from the Board’s meeting are 
available online: https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/files/4d4d951f-0e07-4993-b520-
a567ffb1aa90/ARB-11.17-Approved-Minutes.pdf. The Board’s comments and the applicant’s 
response to those comments are summarized in the following table:

ARB Comments Applicants Response

Pedestrian Circulation: Several board 
members noted concerns about the 
circulation for the building from a pedestrian 
perspective. More specifically, the path of 
travel between the elevator and some of the 
units was too far. They noted that the 
elevator needs to be more centrally located 
in the building for proper pedestrian 
circulation on the interior. This is also a 
building code requirement for ADA 
compliance.  

Boardmembers also commented on the 
connection between the residential fitness 
area on the corner of Olive Avenue and El 
Camino Real and the entrance/exit to the 

The applicant has redesigned the project to 
include a more centrally located elevator that 
provides a more convenient path of travel for 
residents living on end units and to ensure 
compliance with the accessibility 
requirements. This also ensures that all 
residents are provided an equal pathway to 
the stairs and elevator from their unit. The 
lobby has been reconfigured to 
accommodate this change while still 
providing a welcoming entry point to the 
building. In addition, on the podium level a 
connection has been added between Stair 1 
and the elevator through the courtyard, 
which minimizes the circulation from the 
Acacia end of the building. 
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building closer to the Acacia/El Camino Real 
corner. 

The fitness area for residents has not been 
relocated. Relocating the fitness center to a 
different floor would reduce the  total unit 
count. Charities has modified the building to 
provide more space in front of the fitness 
area for an on-site pedestrian pathway with 
vegetation.

Use of Ground Floor Space: The board asked 
to see the ground floor more activated. 
Board members expressed an interest in a 
commercial use on the ground floor or, if 
infeasible, activating the spaces with:

• flex room or community space
• moving the ground floor units around

to front the street, particularly on
Olive Avenue

The applicant is not proposing a commercial 
use on the ground floor and is retaining the 
fitness room at the corner of El Camino Real 
and Olive Avenue. Although the ground floor 
units haven’t been moved to front Olive, the 
living room of the end unit has been pushed 
out toward Olive Avenue.

A community room is provided toward the 
rear of the building on Acacia. This room has 
not been moved to the frontage because it 
was designed to be adjacent to a common 
open space area so that events, particularly 
events with kids, can spillover into the open 
play area. The applicant notes that this space 
can be “rented” to small groups free of 
charge for greater community use, such as 
neighborhood association meetings, girl 
scouts, etc. 

Vehicular Access: Several board members 
asked the applicant to change the vehicular 
access to the site from Olive Avenue to 
Acacia Street in order to reduce vehicular 
travel on a residential street. 

The location of the access has not been 
changed. The project was designed as 
proposed because providing the 
entrance/exit on Olive Avenue provides 
direct access to and from northbound and 
southbound El Camino Real. In addition, fire 
and domestic water service needs to be 
provided from Acacia Avenue, which has a 
larger water main. Therefore, the associated 
pump rooms shown on the ground floor must 
be located along the Acacia frontage. The 
proposed modification would result in a 
substantial redesign of the project because 
simply flipping the design would result in 
more massing on upper levels adjacent to 
single-family residential uses instead of the 
larger setbacks as currently designed.

Massing of the building and 
top/middle/bottom: Boardmembers 

The project, as refined, successfully provides 
a base, middle and top. The base is defined 
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indicated that the massing of the building 
needed refinement. They noted that the S-
shape design helped to reduce massing but 
the building did not have clear differentiation 
between the top and the middle of the 
building. They asked that the applicant 
explore treatments of the façade, and a 
clearly differentiated “top” to the building to 
help break up the massing at upper levels.

by the concrete podium, warm wood 
cladding, and glazed storefront. A restrained 
white mass, punctuated with warm toned 
corten balconies, is elegantly placed on top 
of its base. The building roof edge on top is 
further defined in this revision with a 
darkened coping cap and a set-back roof 
edge railing that completes the design.

Back wall: The linear concrete form of the 
rear wall nearest Olive along the interior lot 
line (forming the foundation of the second- 
floor deck) needs more 
articulation/softening. The linear form and 
lack of variation in materials (particularly use 
of concrete as the sole material) is not ideal, 
especially when facing a single-family 
residential use, and it needs more thought to 
help break up that façade. Suggestions also 
included 

An additional rendering of the back wall and 
mews open space has been included on 
Sheet G100. The elevation along this interior 
lot line has been further developed by adding 
vertical window strips with thin brick accents 
and colorful doors. The landscaping has also 
been further developed and shown on the 
plans.

Ground floor façade:  Boardmembers 
expressed concern about the glass curtain 
wall across the ground floor façade. The 
noted that this treatment didn’t seem to 
correlate well with the heavier massing 
above and left the building “floating” and 
without “feet” to it. They asked the applicant 
to consider adding columns or other framing 
options to give it a more sturdy foundation 
that correlates better to the massing of the 
building above. 

The facades have been revised to reduce the 
glass curtain treatment. Warm wood 
cladding has been provided, in particular, 
along the El Camino Real frontage to guide 
residents into the entry lobby of the project. 
Additional detail on the lighting and 
landscaping has also been provided which 
will help to activate the ground floor and 
create a welcoming space. The resident 
services, Property Management, and Fitness 
storefront will be occupied throughout the 
day activating the streetscape along El 
Camino Real. The redesign also included 
making the bicycle parking area solid wall 
(instead of glass) to discourage theft. 

Corten: It was noted that Corten is a 
desirable material but there was some 
concern that the material can be expensive 
and if value engineering occurs, the 
alternative material would be much less 
desirable than the Corten. One ARB member 
asked the applicant to consider and explain 
what the alternative option would be if the 
Corten material were not used on this 
project.

The applicant indicated that they like the 
corten material for its ability to provide 
warmth and unique variation. An alternate, 
more economical material is galvanized 
aluminum which does provide some
variation and uniqueness. The proposed 
project continues to include corten as a key 
material in the design.
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Elevation Changes: Consider making parts of 
the building taller along Acacia and other 
portions (along Olive) shorter.

The applicant did not make this revision. The 
addition of a floor level on Acacia would 
change the building construction type to a 
Type III building construction. This would be 
cost prohibitive to the proposed project. 
Removing a floor level adjacent to Olive 
without being able to relocate the units 
would also render the project financially 
infeasible. 

Floor plans: Boardmembers asked to see all 
the floor plans in the next package and 
understand the design for ground floor. 
There was a note that there is a real 
opportunity to make those units something 
more unique and comments related back to 
the façade on this rear ground level falling a 
bit flat

All floor plans are provided in the revised 
plan set, beginning on sheet A110.

ANALYSIS 
Staff has analyzed the project in accordance with applicable plans, goals, policies, regulations 
and adopted guidelines, as discussed further below. Staff’s analysis of the applicant’s response 
to key comments from the board during the previous hearing is also included.

Overall the project has been redesigned to be more consistent with the City’s design guidelines, 
zoning, and goals and policies set forth in the Comprehensive Plan when compared to the 
previous submittal, particularly with respect to massing and materials along the façade as well 
as internal circulation on the site. However, there are still several code compliance issues that 
require resolution as well as revisions needed to comply with finding #4.

Staff Analysis of Applicant Responses
Although the applicant has not modified the design to address all comments from 
boardmembers, the revised design includes improvements that are responsive to the 
comments and improve the project’s consistency with goals, policies, and guidelines adopted 
by the City. Where changes were not made, information has been provided to explain why the 
project has not been redesigned to address the suggested modifications. Staff’s analysis of the 
applicant’s response to key comments is provided herein. 

Pedestrian Circulation
The project was redesigned to accommodate a centrally located elevator. This has improved 
internal circulation for future residents when compared to the previous design; however, the 
current design still does not appear to comply with the building code, which requires a 
maximum of 200 feet between the stairs and elevator. The stairs on the Acacia side of the 
building appear to exceed this requirement. In addition, the revisions to the exterior stair from 
the second level courtyard egress too close to the property line and do not comply with the 
California Building Code requirements. Therefore further refinements to the design are 
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necessary in order to meet the code and to meet Finding #4 of the architectural review 
findings. 

Although this redesign reduced the ground floor open courtyard area, the courtyard still has a 
large, recessed entry to break up the front façade and provides a clear entry area that is 
welcoming for residents. The open space area has increased on the second floor accordingly. 
Therefore, with refinements to the design to ensure the maximum 200-foot distance 
requirement between the stairs and elevators is met, the proposed revisions could be 
responsive to the ARB’s recommendations.

The fitness area for residents has not been relocated. While staff believes that the project could 
be improved by providing an internal connection to the fitness center, other ground floor 
amenities could not be removed without reducing their functionalities. For example, staff 
considered whether the community room could be relocated to the corner of El Camino Real 
and Acacia in order to have internal access to the fitness center. Charities indicated that this 
was considered; however, the community meeting room was designed to allow it to connect to 
outdoor open space. 

The applicant has noted that they have redesigned the project to provide a covered, on-site 
pathway to connect the building entrance with the fitness center. However, this is not 
represented in the current project plans, which show an on-site path, but not one that is 
covered. A visual of an alternative that shows a covered path (adjacent the building) will be 
presented to the ARB during the hearing for consideration. An on-site covered pathway will 
provide better circulation in comparison to the current project plans; however, this will reduce 
some of the landscaping along the frontage. Staff encourages the ARB to comment on the 
proposed revisions and if there is a preference regarding the two options.

Use of Ground Floor Space
The applicant has not modified the design or uses to address this comment as it relates to the 
fitness room location or use of this corner space. The proposed project does not relate to an 
objective standard of the code. Although moving the fitness center to a location on an upper 
level may be more desirable, it would result in a reduction of units. In addition, it’s anticipated 
that the future NVCAP will provide policies and guidelines to activate ground floor uses, 
particularly along El Camino Real, and that active uses will include fitness centers associated 
with residential development. 

The project has been refined along Olive Avenue to bring the living room of one of the units out 
to the Olive Avenue frontage, providing evidence of ground floor unit habitation on Olive 
Avenue. This is less desirable than providing a pedestrian entrance off of Olive but is an 
improvement from the previous design. However, staff notes that the revised design seems to 
provide large, full height windows on Olive Avenue. A section detailing how this would relate to 
the interior to more clearly show the intent should be provided on Sheet G702 or a subsequent 
section plan sheet and the elevations. Full height windows into the living room space may not 
be desirable to the resident of this end unit. Staff encourages the ARB to comment on possible 
refinements to this design (e.g. bringing up the sill of the windows) to better comply with the 
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ARB finding #2, which includes providing a desirable environment for occupants. Although the 
objective standards do not apply to this project, PAMC Section 18.24(b)(4) that relate to finish 
floor could be interpolated to provide guidance on an appropriate height for ground level 
windows based on the setback.

Vehicular Access           
The City evaluated this further in coordination with the Office of Transportation (OOT). OOT 
indicated that either access could likely be viable. Access from Olive Avenue has existing 
ingress/egress from both southbound and northbound El Camino Real. The City’s Local 
Transportation Analysis concluded that the proposed design would not cause any safety 
concerns or be inconsistent with Council’s adopted policies. If the entrance/exit were to be 
provided on Acacia, a U-turn would be required at Portage/El Camino to access the site from 
southbound El Camino Real. A right turn onto El Camino Real followed by a U-turn at Olive/El 
Camino would be required to travel Southbound on El Camino Real. While OOT staff indicated 
that this could also be feasible, the local transportation analysis would need to be revised 
accordingly to assess new intersections based on a revised design.

Staff also notes, consistent with the applicant’s response above, that the existing fire and 
domestic water service is provided from Acacia and would need to be retained as such because 
of the size of the water main on Acacia. The associated pump rooms provided on the plans 
would, accordingly, need to remain on the Acacia frontage. This wouldn’t necessarily prohibit 
the applicant from exploring ingress/egress from Acacia versus Olive. However, maintaining 
these rooms on the Acacia side while also accommodating the parking garage could be difficult 
and would require a substantial redesign of the project. 

Further, as the applicant notes above, simply flipping the building would change the design in a 
way that eliminates some of the benefits of the current design, including larger setbacks for 
upper floor massing adjacent to the single-family residential zone district. Therefore, 
substantial redesign of the project would be required to accommodate this request. 

Massing of the Building and Top/Middle/Bottom
The applicant has made improvements to the materials and ground floor to improve the design 
of the facades consistent with many of the boardmembers comments. However, staff feels that 
further improvements could be made to the design of the top to provide more differentiation 
between the middle and top. This design guideline is subjective; therefore, the City cannot deny 
the application based on this design guideline. However, if the applicant does not propose 
refinements to the design, a specific, objective condition of approval could be made a 
requirement of the project to provide improved differentiation between the middle and top. 

Back wall 
The project design and associated renderings have been refined at the rear of the building. 
Although the project still has a long linear concrete form, the revisions to add linear windows 
and other materials successfully helps to break up the concrete façade consistent with 
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boardmember comments. The addition of landscaping along the outer area of the second level 
deck also helps to break up this façade. 

Ground floor façade
The applicant responded to boardmember comments regarding the ground floor design, which 
primarily included glass. The revised design includes mixes of material and provides views into 
the building where appropriate (e.g. at entrances and common spaces but not into bicycle 
parking areas). Staff believes the revised design successfully provides a more sturdy base to the 
building that correlates better to the massing of the building above. 

Elevation Changes
This request was not carried forward in the project revisions. Given the required height limits 
within 150 feet of the single-family residential areas (which encompasses a portion of the 
building area abutting Acacia) this could only result in a small addition of a sixth floor at the 
corner of El Camino and Acacia, which may be insufficient to provide for the units that would be 
lost on the Olive Avenue side.  These changes would also require a new type of construction, 
therefore increasing construction costs. The project as proposed aligns with Council direction 
with respect to heights along El Camino that should be considered for affordable housing 
projects (up to 65 feet) as part of the proposed North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan. 

Consistency with the Comprehensive Plan, Area Plans and Guidelines1

As discussed in the previous staff report, the proposed use of the site for a 100% affordable 
high-density multi-family residential project in a transit-oriented location is consistent with the 
Service Commercial land use designation. The project is also consistent with numerous goals 
and policies outlined in various Chapters of the Comprehensive Plan, including in particular the 
Housing Element. The proposed project is located on a Housing Inventory Site (HIS) which is 
currently allocated to provide a maximum yield of 9 units and realistic yield of seven units to 
the City’s housing inventory. However, because of the proposed consolidation of three parcels 
(only one of which was listed as a HIS), the project proposes 129 units. Proposed housing 
supports the Comprehensive Plan Goal of providing housing to support the City’s fair share of 
regional housing needs and the location of this housing within the proximity of job 
opportunities within the City (including the 10-story Palo Alto Square office complex and 
Stanford Research Park) is consistent with the City’s goal of improving the existing job/housing 
imbalance in Palo Alto. A consistency analysis with specific goals and policies outlined in the 
Comprehensive Plan is included in Attachment B. Based on the proposed uses within each land 
use designation, consistency with the housing element, and consistency with other policies and 
goals outlined in the Comprehensive Plan, staff finds that, the project is consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan.

North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan

1 The Palo Alto Comprehensive Plan is available online: 
http://www.cityofpaloalto.org/gov/topics/projects/landuse/compplan.asp
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The City began planning for the North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan in 2018. Although this 
plan has not yet been adopted and therefore does not apply to the project, a summary of the 
project’s consistency with the stated goals of the plan is provided for informational purposes in 
Attachment D. A draft plan has not yet been made available to determine the project’s 
consistency with the proposed plan. 

South El Camino Real and El Camino Real Design Guidelines
The project site is located within the California-Ventura corridor area and is identified as a 
CalVentura strategic site in the South El Camino Real Design Guidelines. The guidelines note 
that development on El Camino Real frontage should accommodate pedestrian activity with 
attractive sidewalks and landscaping. New buildings should front El Camino Real with 
prominent facades and be clearly visible and easily accessible to pedestrians. In compliance 
with the Housing Accountability Act and State Density Bonus allowances, the project is 
primarily reviewed against objective standards. Many of the El Camino Real and South El 
Camino Real design guidelines standards are subjective. However, for informational purposes, 
an analysis of the project’s consistency with these guidelines is included in Attachment G. The 
project is consistent with the objective standards provided in these guidelines. Staff and 
boardmembers encouraged the applicant to make improvements to the design, especially with 
respect to providing more definition between the base, middle, and top (specifically between 
the middle and top). The project design has been refined. Staff believes that further 
improvements could be made to improve consistency as discussed above. 

Zoning Compliance
A detailed review of the proposed project’s consistency with applicable zoning standards is 
provided in Attachment C. The proposed project complies with all applicable codes or is 
seeking, through the state density bonus allowances, permission to deviate from certain code 
standards. 

State Density Bonus Law Compliance 
The project provides 100% of the units to very low income (30-50% of Area Median Income) 
except for the manager’s units. Therefore, the project is a qualifying project in accordance with 
California Government Code §65915(b)(1)(G) which includes projects that provide “One 
hundred percent of all units in the development, including total units and density bonus units, 
but exclusive of a manager’s unit or units, for lower-income households, as defined by Section 
50079.5 of the Health and Safety Code, except that up to 20 percent of the units in the 
development, including total units and density bonus units, may be for moderate-income 
households, as defined in Section 50053 of the Health and Safety Code.” Accordingly, under 
§65915(d)(2)(D) and PAMC §18.15.050(c)(iv), the project is eligible for four incentives or
concessions. In addition, because the project is 100% affordable and located within one-half
mile of a major transit stop (California Avenue Caltrain Station), separate from the concessions
or waivers, the applicant is also eligible for a height increase of up to three additional stories, or
33 feet; unlimited density (§65915[f][3][d][ii]); and is not required to comply with a minimum
parking requirement (§65915[p][3]). The requested concessions, aside from the allowable
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increase in height, density, and reduced parking, are detailed further in the previous staff 
report and include: 

• Increases in floor area from 0.6 to 2.7
• Increases in lot coverage from 50% to 74%;
• A reduced rear setback on Acacia Avenue from 10 feet to 5 feet;
• Change in location of open space, some of the common usable open space to be

provided on the second-floor podium.

The four proposed concessions are necessary in order to reduce the per-unit cost of the 
proposed project, as detailed in Attachment H. 

Objective Standards
The applicant submitted a compliant Senate Bill 330 pre-application on May 17, 2022. 
Therefore, the applicable requirements for this project are based on the objective standards 
and regulations in effect on May 17, 2022. The project is not subject to the more recently 
adopted objective design standards under Chapter 18.24, which became effective in July 2022. 

The project is subject to the context-based design criteria and performance criteria to the 
extent that these requirements are objective. The project complies with the objective 
requirements of the performance criteria and context-based design criteria. For informational 
purposes, an analysis of the overall consistency with the criteria, objective and subjective, is 
provided in Attachment E and F respectively.

Multi-Modal Access & Parking
The proposed project provides multi-modal access as well as parking for vehicles and bicyclists 
as discussed in further detail below. 

Site Access
The use of the site and proposed improvements are consistent with the goals of the City’s 2012 
Bicycle and Pedestrian Transportation Plan (BPTP). The City’s BPTP goals include converting 
discretionary vehicle trips to walking and biking trips as a mechanism to reduce greenhouse 
emissions by 15% and doubling rates of bicycling and walking. Affordable housing development 
located near transit (within 0.5 miles from Caltrain and 600-2,000 feet from several bus stops) 
and jobs allows future residents to access a greater share of destinations while reducing the need 
for single-occupancy vehicle trips. Direct pedestrian connectivity from the public sidewalk is 
provided to the proposed residential use from all three streets (Olive, El Camino Real, and Acacia) 
with the project’s primary access provided from El Camino Real. Modifications to the sidewalk 
increase the walking surface. The project eliminates a curb cut along El Camino Real, an 
improvement for the potential future bicycle path proposed along this roadway.

Overall, vehicular circulation eliminates existing entrances to the site from El Camino Real; 
creating a single entrance/exit onto Olive Avenue; which is more consistent with the El Camino 
Real design guidelines. Boardmembers recommended that the applicant explore changing the 
location of the vehicular access to Acacia Avenue in order to reduce traffic impacts to single 
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family residences along Olive Avenue. This recommendation aligns with recent comments from 
residents along Olive Avenue to move the ingress/egress in order to reduce potential parking 
impacts on their street. The applicant has not proposed a change to the ingress/egress for 
several reasons, as discussed above. 

The project would generate more than 50 net new peak hour trips and therefore would be 
required to provide a Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan. In accordance with 
Program T1.2.3 of the Transportation Element, the TDM plan must show how the project will 
achieve a 30% reduction in vehicle trips. The applicant is currently preparing a draft of this plan 
and the plan is required to be finalized prior to building permit approval. 

Vehicle and Bicycle Parking
The project provides 103 vehicle parking spaces on site, including five ADA compliant spaces. 
Although this is 26 spaces fewer than the required parking in accordance with the Palo Alto 
Municipal Code, state law mandates that no minimum parking requirement be imposed on a 
100% affordable housing project located within 0.5 miles of transit (California Government Code 
65915(p)(3)). Therefore, the proposed project complies with the parking requirements. The 
proposed parking would be provided in five (5) different lift systems. The lift systems provided 
tandem, puzzle lift parking. Although each parking space is individually accessible (i.e. doesn’t 
require moving a car to access another) the parking spaces require driving through an empty 
space to the rear of the lift system. While this design has not yet been permitted for a project, 
staff has reviewed the system and believe it will provide timely parking given the 5 access 
points, with a condition of approval requiring that the tandem lifts be accessible without having 
to leave your vehicle. 

Providing an on-site space for delivery drivers would be desirable and is encouraged. However, 
absent this, street parking is available on all three sides of the building and could be used for 
deliveries. However, transportation has indicated to the applicant that the mail room requires 
relocation to the Acacia side for safety reasons. They noted that based on the number of units, 
larger truck deliveries (e.g. UPS) would be common and would have to stop on El Camino Real 
rather than a side street. While there is street parking on El Camino Real, it is often filled. 
Double parking would block traffic on El Camino Real and create safety concerns. Relocating the 
mail room to the Acacia side will avoid these safety concerns. The City could allow for an off-
site loading space on Acacia; the City does not have the authority to allow for designation of an 
off-site loading space on El Camino Real within Caltrans right-of-way.

The project promotes increased bicycle usage by providing both short-term and long-term bicycle 
parking for residents and guests near entrances. The project includes 138 bicycle parking spaces 
within a ground-level bicycle parking room and 14 short-term bicycle parking spaces. This 
exceeds the 129 long-term and 13 short-term spaces required per PAMC Chapter 18.52. 
Therefore, the project exceeds the total required bicycle parking requirements.

Resident Concerns Related to Site Access and Vehicle Parking
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Olive Avenue residents had raised specific concerns about current cut-through traffic utilizing 
Olive and Ash Street to bypass a northbound right-turn from El Camino Real onto Page Mill 
Road/Oregon Expressway. The North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan is considering modifications 
to streets to reduce cut through traffic and improve circulation within the North Ventura area. 
One consideration being explored includes providing one-way, westbound access from Ash Street 
to Olive, which would eliminate the described cut-through traffic. Residents also suggested 
making a portion of Olive Avenue one-way out to ECR from the project site, with the rest of the 
street beyond two-way east of the project site. They suggested that this would eliminate any 
parking spillover onto Olive Avenue. However, this would likely cause people to use Pepper to 
circle around. This would not be desirable because it does not provide an appropriate egress 
option or enough runway for cars that may turn onto Olive Avenue without realizing that it is a 
dead-end. With initiation through a neighborhood petition pursuant to PAMC Section 10.50.050, 
the City could for a Resident Preferential Parking (RPP) District for this area, which could help to 
alleviate the stated concerns regarding other uses parking on Olive Avenue. 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT  
The Palo Alto Municipal Code requires notice of this public hearing be published in a local paper 
and mailed to owners and occupants of property within 600 feet of the subject property at 
least ten days in advance of a public hearing. Notice of a public hearing for this project was 
published in the Palo Alto Weekly on February 17, 2023, which is 12 days in advance of the 
meeting. Postcard mailing occurred on February 15, 2023 which is 14 days in advance of the 
meeting.

No public comments were received prior to or during the initial public hearing for the proposed 
project before the ARB on November 17, 2022. Several residents located within the vicinity of 
the project site along Olive recently expressed some concerns with respect to the proposed 
project. These primarily focused on the potential impacts of the project to affect parking 
demand on Olive Avenue, noting that the street is already overburdened by parking demand. 
More specifically, the residents were concerned that because the ingress/egress is located on 
Olive, any spillover parking would affect Olive Avenue first. Residents suggested moving the 
ingress/egress to Acacia to address this concern. Written public comments are included in 
Attachment J. Written comments have been provided by a single commenter; however, the City 
met with four individual residents that live on Olive Avenue that expressed these comments. 
Resident comments and responses to these comments are discussed further above under 
Multi-modal Access and Parking. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
The subject project has been assessed in accordance with the authority and criteria contained 
in the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the State CEQA Guidelines, and the City’s 
environmental regulations. Specifically, a Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration was circulated 
on February 13, 2023 for a 30-day comment period which will end on March 15, 2023. A link to 
the Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration is included in Attachment J. The ARB must consider 
the draft Mitigated Negative Declaration in making a recommendation on the project and may 
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comment on the draft. Following completion of the ARB’s review and recommendation on the 
project, a Final Draft MND and Mitigation Monitoring and Report Plan (MMRP) would be 
prepared and incorporated into the findings and conditions of the Director’s Decision. 
Mitigation has been included, in particular, to address hazardous materials associated with 
former uses of the site, construction noise, and cultural and tribal cultural resources, if 
discovered during construction. 

The project is located on a hazardous waste site enumerated under Government code section 
65962.5 (Cortese list) and is therefore not eligible for streamlining in accordance with Senate 
Bill 35. Specifically, the site is located on the Regional Water Quality Control Board’s list of 
leaking underground storage tank (LUST) sites, as documented in the GeoTracker database. 
Although remediation and closure of these tanks has occurred, the required screening levels for 
site closure is based on the use of the site. Therefore, site closure would have only required 
remediation for commercial environmental screening levels (ESLs) based on the former retail 
use. For the proposed residential use, further remediation may be necessary to address ESLs. 
The site is also located within the California-Olive-Emerson Plume. The MND analyzes impacts 
of the proposed project on the environment. However, CEQA does not analyze impacts of the 
environment on the project (i.e. the existing contamination on future residents). As a condition 
of approval of the project, in compliance with Comprehensive Plan Policy N5.4, further 
evaluation, as deemed necessary by an applicable oversight agency (e.g. County Health, the 
Regional Water Quality Control Board, or DTSC), will be required to determine the extent and 
nature of any contamination on site and, if applicable, measures to remediate the potential for 
impacts on human health would be required. An appropriate oversight agency, as noted above, 
would review and approve any proposed site mitigation plan.

ALTERNATIVE ACTIONS
In addition to the recommended action, the Architectural Review Board may:

1. Approve the project with modified findings or conditions;
2. Continue the project to a date (un)certain; or
3. Recommend project denial based on revised findings.

ATTACHMENTS 
Attachment A: Location Map
Attachment B: Comprehensive Plan Consistency Attachment C: Zoning Comparison Table
Attachment D: Analysis of Consistency with NVCAP Goals
Attachment E: Context-based Design Criteria Consistency Analysis
Attachment F: Performance Criteria Consistency Analysis
Attachment G: South El Camino and El Camino Design Guidelines Consistency Analysis
Attachment H: Applicant’s Summary of Per Unit Cost Reductions for Concessions
Attachment I: Written Public Comments 
Attachment J: Project Plans and Environmental Analysis
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Report Author & ARB2 Liaison Contact Information

Claire Raybould, AICP, Senior Planner
Claire.Raybould@cityofpaloalto.org 
(650) 329-2116

Report #: 

2 Emails may be sent directly to the ARB using the following address: arb@cityofpaloalto.org
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Attachment B:
Comprehensive Plan Consistency

3001 El Camino Real (22PLN-00229)

Comprehensive Plan Goal/Policy Consistency
Policy L-1.6: Encourage land uses that address 
the needs of the community and manage 
change and development to benefit
the community.

The project provides 129 units (exclusive of 
manager’s units) to those with very low 
income (30-50% of AMI). The project seeks to 
addresses the housing crisis that the City 
Council has identified as a top priority, 
particularly targeting the deepest 
affordability levels.

Policy L-2.5: Support the creation of 
affordable housing units for middle to lower 
income level earners, such as City and school 
district employees, as feasible.

The project is 100% affordable to very low 
income.

Policy L-2.11: Encourage new development 
and redevelopment to incorporate greenery 
and natural features such as green
rooftops, pocket parks, plazas and rain 
gardens.

The project includes a communal gathering 
spaces in the building recesses, including a 
courtyard at the front of the building and at 
the back of the building, facing the interior lot 
line. The project includes a second floor open 
space area at the second floor near single-
family residential uses with upper level 
landscape setbacks to reduce massing near 
the single-family residential use in addition to 
landscape open space at the ground level.

Policy L-9.3: Treat residential streets as both 
public ways and neighborhood amenities. 
Provide and maintain continuous sidewalks, 
healthy street trees, benches and other 
amenities that promote walking and “active” 
transportation.

The project proposes to maintain most the 
existing street trees along the El Camino Real 
frontage and provides improvements to 
active the street frontage, including a 
recessed courtyard to break up the façade 
along the frontage and to provide 
landscaping, open space, and seating areas. 

Policy T-1.17: Require new office, commercial 
and multi-family residential developments to 
provide improvements that improve bicycle 
and pedestrian connectivity as called for in the 
2012 Palo Alto Bicycle + Pedestrian 
Transportation Plan.
Policy T-1.19: Provide facilities that encourage 
and support bicycling and walking.

The project does not include new bicycle 
lanes, but is designed to ensure that future 
improvements would not be prohibited, 
particularly along El Camino Real. Improved 
sidewalks and amenities (landscaping, short-
term bike parking, etc.) are provided. Long-
term bicycle parking is also provide with direct 
access from El Camino Real.

Policy T-5.1: All new development projects 
should manage parking demand generated by 

The project provides all its required parking 
onsite. A TDM plan is required for the 
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Comprehensive Plan Goal/Policy Consistency
the project, without the use of on-street 
parking, consistent with the established 
parking regulations. As demonstrated parking 
demand decreases over time, parking 
requirements for new construction should 
decrease.

proposed project and is required to reduce 
trip generation by 30%. The TDM plan is 
currently being prepared. 

Policy N-2.10: Preserve and protect Regulated 
Trees, such as native oaks and other 
significant trees, on public and private 
property, including landscape trees approved 
as part of a development review process and 
consider strategies for expanding tree 
protection in Palo Alto.

The project protects existing street trees. Any 
tree removed will be replaced pursuant to 
City requirements to ensure no net loss of 
canopy, as required by code.

Program H2.1.2: Allow increased residential 
densities and mixed-use development only 
where adequate urban services and amenities, 
including roadway capacity, are available.

The project is located within an urban area 
along the El Camino Real corridor in close 
proximity to high-quality transit. 
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ATTACHMENT C
ZONING COMPARISON TABLE

3001 El Camino Real, 22PLN-00229

Table 1: COMPARISON WITH CHAPTER 18.16 (CS DISTRICT)
Mixed Use and Residential Development Standards

Regulation Required Proposed

Minimum Site Area, width and depth None 49,864 sf
(No Change)

Minimum Front Yard (Olive Avenue) 0-10 feet to create an 8-12
foot effective sidewalk
width (1), (2), (7)

5-foot building setback; 8 ft
effective sidewalk width (curb to
back of sidewalk)

Rear Yard (Acacia Street) 10 feet for residential; none 
for commercial

5 feet

Interior Side Yard None 10 feet (second floor)
40 feet, 9 inches (floors 3-5)

Street Side Yard (El Camino Real) 5 feet Not Applicable (12-foot effective 
sidewalk proposed)

Min. yard for lot lines abutting or 
opposite residential districts or 
residential PC districts

10 feet (2) 10 feet

Build-to-lines 50% of frontage built to 
setback 
33% of the side street built 
to setback (1)

100% on Olive and Acacia 

78% on El Camino Real

Max. Site Coverage 50% 74%

Minimum Landscape/Open Space 
Coverage

30% (14,959 sf) 53% (26,509 sf)

Usable Open Space (Private and/or 
Common)

150 sq ft per unit (2) (19,350 
sf)

100 sf per unit (12,307 sf [does 
not count second floor open 
areas])

Max. Building Height PAMC: 50 ft or 
35 ft within 150 ft. of a 
residential district (other 
than an RM-40 or PC zone) 
(5)

California Government Code 
(§65915[f][3][d][ii]): 68-83
feet (33 feet taller than local
code allowance)

60 feet; 66 feet, 3 inches to top 
of each stairwell

(25 feet taller than the 35-foot 
area [within 150 feet of R-1] and 
10 feet taller than areas allowing 
50-foot height (outside of 150
feet from R-1)

Daylight Plane for lot lines abutting 
one or more residential zone districts 
other than an RM-40 or PC Zone

10 feet at property line; 45-
degree angle along interior 
side yard property line 
abutting R-1

Complies

Residential Density Sites on El Camino Real have 
no maximum(3)

Proposed density is 113 DU/AC
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Max. Floor Area Ratio (FAR) 0.6:1 residential (29,918 sf) 2.74: 1 (136,945)

Minimum Mixed-use Ground Floor 
Commercial FAR

1,500 sf of retail(6)(10) Not Applicable (not mixed use) 
Exclusive residential uses allowed 
on Housing Inventory Sites

(1) Twenty-five-foot driveway access permitted regardless of frontage; the build-to requirement does not apply to the
CC district.

(2) Required usable open space: (1) may be any combination of private and common open spaces; (2) does not need to
be located on the ground (but rooftop gardens are not included as open space except as provided below); (3) minimum 
private open space dimension six feet; and (4) minimum common open space dimension twelve feet.

 For CN and CS sites on El Camino Real and CC(2) sites that do not abut a single- or two-family residential use or zoning 
district, rooftop gardens may qualify as usable open space and may count as up to 60% of the required usable open space 
for the residential component of a project. In order to qualify as usable open space, the rooftop garden shall meet the 
requirements set forth in Section 18.40.230.

(3) Residential density shall be computed based on the total site area, irrespective of the percent of the site devoted to
commercial use.

(4) For CN sites on El Camino Real, height may increase to a maximum of 40 feet, and the FAR may increase to a
maximum of 1.0:1 (0.5:1 for nonresidential, 0.5:1 for residential).

(5) Distance shall be measured from the property line of the subject site. 150-foot measurement may be reduced to 50
feet at minimum, subject to approval by the Planning Director, upon recommendation by the Architectural Review Board 
pursuant to criteria set forth in Chapter 18.76.

(6) Ground floor commercial uses generally include retail, personal services, hotels, and eating and drinking
establishments. Office uses may be included only to the extent they are permitted in ground floor regulations.

(7) A 12-foot sidewalk width is required along El Camino Real frontage.
(8) In the CC(2) zone and on CN and CS zoned sites on El Camino Real, there shall be no minimum mixed-use ground

floor commercial FAR for a residential project, except to the extent that the retail preservation requirements of 
Section 18.40.180 or the retail shopping (R) combining district (Chapter 18.30(A)) applies.
(9) Residential densities up to 20 units/acre are allowed on CN zoned housing inventory sites identified in the Housing
Element. Other CN zoned sites not located on El Camino Real are subject to a maximum residential density of up to 15 
units/acre.

(10) In the CC(2) zone and on CN and CS zoned sites on El Camino Real, there shall be no minimum mixed use ground
floor commercial FAR for a residential project, except to the extent that the retail preservation requirements of 
Section 18.40.180 or the retail shopping (R) combining district (Chapter 18.30(A)) applies.

Table 2: CONFORMANCE WITH CHAPTER 18.52 (Off-Street Parking and Loading) 
for Residential Uses

Vehicle Parking PAMC: 194 spaces under CS zoning; 97 
spaces with AH combining district
Per California Government Code 
65915(p)(3): None required 

103 spaces

Bicycle Parking 1 long-term space per unit; 1 short-term 
space per 10 units = 
129 long-term; 13 short term

138 long-term spaces; 14 short-term 
spaces

Loading Space None required None
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Attachment D: Consistency with North Ventura Coordinated Area Plan Goals

North Ventura CAP Goals Development Agreement Alternative

Housing and Land Use:  Add to the City’s supply of 
multifamily housing, including market rate, 
affordable, “missing middle,” and senior housing in a 
walkable, mixed-use, transit-accessible 
neighborhood, with retail and commercial services, 
and possibly start-up space, open space, and possibly 
arts and entertainment uses.

The project adds 129 units to the City’s housing supply; 
100% affordable to very low income, consistent with the 
NVCAP goals. 

Transit, Pedestrian, and Bicycle Connections: Create 
and enhance well-defined connections to transit, 
pedestrian, and bicycle facilities, including 
connections to the Caltrain station, Park Boulevard, 
and El Camino Real.

The project improves El Camino Real’s frontage, 
providing a wider sidewalk, and retains existing mature 
trees along the frontages. Bicycle and pedestrian access 
to the building is provided along El Camino. Pedestrian 
access is provided on all three streets. Short-term 
bicycle parking is dispersed on El Camino and Olive 
Avenue, and long-term bicycle parking is provided at the 
ground level. 

Connected Street Grid: Create a connected street 
grid, filling in sidewalk gaps and street connections to 
California Avenue, the Caltrain Station, and El Camino 
Real where appropriate. 

The project does not include changes to the street grid. 
The project would not affect the proposed plans for a 
connected street grid under the NVCAP. 

Community Facilities and Infrastructure:  Carefully 
align and integrate the development of new 
community facilities and infrastructure with private 
development, recognizing both the community’s 
needs and that such investments can increase the 
cost of housing. 

The project does not include community facilities but 
includes upgraded infrastructure to serve the site. 
Upgrades to the transformer could assist in future 
improvements within the vicinity without the need for 
additional upgrades.

Balance of Community Interests: Balance 
community-wide objectives with the interests of 
neighborhood residents and minimize displacement 
of existing residents and small businesses.

The project replaces residential retail space that would 
generally be considered neighborhood serving based on 
its size. However, this space has been vacant since 2017. 

Urban Design, Design Guidelines, and Neighborhood 
Fabric: Develop human-scale urban design strategies, 
and design guidelines that strengthen and support 
the neighborhood fabric. Infill development will 
respect the scale and character of the surrounding 
residential neighborhood. Include transition zones to 
surrounding neighborhoods. 

The project is a 59-foot building adjacent to single-family 
residential uses which could be considered a conflict 
with this goal. However, the project is stepped back on 
upper levels such that the 59-foot portions of the site 
are 50 feet or more from the adjacent residential uses, 
consistent with this goal. The project is also located 
along El Camino Real where taller uses are encouraged. 
Generally, the NVCAP preferred Alternative that was 
endorsed by the Council looked at heights of 50 to 70 
feet, specifically indicating that taller buildings may be 
considered for affordable housing projects. 

Sustainability and the Environment Protect and 
enhance the environment while addressing the 
principles of sustainability.

The new affordable housing project building will be all-
electric and will comply with GB-1 plus Tier 2 
requirements.
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Attachment E: 
Context-Based Design Criteria

3001 El Camino Real, 22PLN-00229

Pursuant to PAMC 18.16.090(b), the following context-based design considerations and findings are applicable to this 
project. These context-based design criteria are intended to provide additional standards to be used in the design and 
evaluation of development in a commercial district. The purpose is to encourage development in a commercial district to 
be responsible to its context and compatibility with adjacent development as well as to promote the establishment of 
pedestrian oriented design.

1. Pedestrian and Bicycle Environment
The design of new projects shall promote pedestrian walkability, a bicycle-friendly environment, and 
connectivity through design elements

The proposed project provides primary pedestrian and cyclist access via a courtyard on El Camino Real and 
pedestrian access options on both Olive Avenue and Acacia. Vehicular access is provided on the side street 
rather than El Camino Real. The project includes a long-term bicycle storage room along El Camino Real for 
cyclists and provides short-term bicycle parking in multiple locations. This is an improvement over the 
existing conditions, where no bicycle parking is provided. The sidewalks would be wider and activated 
through the building design (large windows and courtyard) to orient toward pedestrians. Improved 
landscape planting along the frontages would be provided. 

2. Street Building Facades
Street facades shall be designed to provide a strong relationship with the sidewalk and the street (s), to 
create an environment that supports and encourages pedestrian activity through design elements

The project is built to the required setbacks on El Camino Real and the side streets with ground floor 
setbacks to allow for pedestrian overhangs, wider sidewalks, and planting on the ground floor. The design 
includes large windows along the ground floor frontage to allow views.

3. Massing and Setbacks
Buildings shall be designed to minimize massing and conform to proper setbacks

The building complies with the required setbacks with the exception of the rear along Acacia, which has a 5-
foot setback where a 10-foot setback. A concession under state density bonus allowances is requested to 
allow for this exceedance. The project provides setbacks adjacent to the single-family residential uses of 50 
feet at upper levels to respect the transition and provides landscaping on a second-floor open space area on 
the second level in order to reduce massing. Along the El Camino Real frontage, a courtyard is provided to 
help break up the massing along the façade. 

4. Low-Density Residential Transitions
Where new projects are built abutting existing lower-scale residential development, care shall be taken to 
respect the scale and privacy of neighboring properties

The project provides setbacks adjacent to the single-family residential uses of 50 feet at upper levels to 
respect the transition. It also provides landscaping on a second-floor open space area to set back the 
useable area from the balcony edge and to reduce massing.
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5. Project Open Space
Private and public open space shall be provided so that it is usable for the residents and visitors of the site

Common open space is provided in a courtyard at the front of the building, in areas along the interior, 
adjacent lower-density uses, and in a second-floor open space area. Private open space is also provided for 
the units. 

6. Parking Design
Parking shall be accommodated but shall not be allowed to overwhelm the character of the project or 
detract from the pedestrian environment

The project provides parking within a parking garage but provides other spaces along the El Camino Real to 
activate the frontage including the ground floor lobby, residential services, a fitness center for residents, and 
bicycle parking facilities with secure access. The parking is not visible from the exterior and does not 
overwhelm the pedestrian environment.

7. Large Multi-Acre Sites
Large sites (over one acre) shall be designed so that street, block, and building patterns are consistent with 
those of the surrounding neighborhood

The project is located on a site that is 1.14 acres in size. The project abuts El Camino Real. High-density 
housing is encouraged along this corridor, which is close to jobs (Palo Alto Square and Stanford Research 
Park) as well as transit and other commercial uses (e.g. California Avenue commercial district). The project is 
taller than neighboring structures but respects the setbacks and daylight plane adjacent to the neighboring 
single-family residential uses along Olive (50-foot setback to upper floors). Although it is taller than other 
commercial uses on the corners of El Camino Real and Olive, the streets (Acacia and Olive) provide a natural 
setback between the buildings. 

8. Sustainability and Green Building Design
Project design and materials to achieve sustainability and green building design should be incorporated into 
the project

The project will be all-electric and is required to comply with the green building mandatory plus tier 2 
requirements under the green building code. This includes requirements such as all-electric, solar power, and 
electric vehicle-ready stalls. All landscaping shall be required to meet the Model water efficiency landscape 
ordinance requirements. 
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Attachment F
Performance Criteria 18.23 

3001 El Camino Real 
Avenue 22PLN-00229

These performance criteria are intended to provide additional standards to be used in the design and 
evaluation of developments in the multi-family, commercial, and industrial zones. The purpose is to balance 
the needs of the uses within these zones with the need to minimize impacts on surrounding neighborhoods 
and businesses. The criteria are intended to make new developments and major architectural review 
projects compatible with nearby residential and business areas and to enhance the desirability of the 
proposed developments for the site residents and users, and abutting neighbors and businesses.

Assure that development provides adequate and accessible
interior areas or exterior enclosures for the storage of trash 
and recyclable materials in appropriate containers, and that 
trash disposal and recycling areas are located as far from 
abutting residences as is reasonably possible.

The project includes a trash enclosure within 
the building. The facilities are fully enclosed 
and not in clear sight of any public right-of-
way or neighbors.

To minimize the visual impacts of lighting on abutting or
nearby residential sites and from adjacent roadways.

The proposed exterior lighting is sufficient to
provide safe circulation and is directed 
downward to reduce glare and impacts to 
neighboring uses.

The purpose is to restrict retail or service commercial
businesses abutting (either directly or across the street) or 
within 50 feet of residentially zoned properties or properties 
with existing residential uses located within nonresidential 
zones, with operations or activities between the hours of 
10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. Operations subject to this code may 
include, but are not limited to, deliveries, parking lot and 
sidewalk cleaning, and/or clean up or set up operations, but 
does not include garbage pick-up.

The project does not include any 
commercial uses.

Privacy of abutting residential properties or properties with
existing residential uses located within nonresidential zones 
(residential properties) should be protected by screening 
from public view all mechanical equipment and service areas. 
Landscaping should be used to integrate a project design into 
the surrounding neighborhood, and to provide privacy 
screening between properties where appropriate.

The project is adjacent to residential uses 
and provides landscape screening at the 
ground and upper levels between the 
project and the adjacent single-family 
residential use.

18.23.020   Trash Disposal and Recycling Project Consistency

18.23.030 Lighting

18.23.040   Late Night Uses and Activities

18.23.050   Visual, Screening and Landscaping
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The requirements and guidelines regarding noise and 
vibration impacts are intended to protect residentially zoned 
properties or properties with existing residential uses located 
within nonresidential zones (residential properties) from 
excessive and unnecessary noises and/or vibrations from any 
sources in abutting industrial or commercially zoned 
properties. Design of new projects should reduce noise from 
parking, loading, and refuse storage areas and from heating, 
ventilation, air conditioning apparatus, and other machinery 
on nearby residential properties. New equipment, whether 
mounted on the exterior of the building or located interior to 
a building, which requires only a building permit, shall also be 
subject to these requirements.

The parking is located within a parking 
garage on the ground level. Access to the 
garage is set back substantially from the 
adjacent residential use. HVAC will be 
located on the rooftop over 50 feet from the 
adjacent residential uses and therefore is 
not anticipated to impact nearby uses. The 
project shall comply with PAMC 9.12; no 
amplified noise sources would be allowed in 
the open space areas of the site. 

The visual impact of parking shall be minimized on adjacent
residentially zoned properties or properties with existing 
residential uses located within nonresidential zones.

The project’s parking is located on the ground 
floor within an interior parking garage and 
therefore complies with this requirement.

The guidelines regarding site access impacts are intended to
minimize conflicts between residential vehicular, pedestrian, 
and bicycle users and more intensive traffic associated with 
commercial and industrial districts, and to facilitate 
pedestrian and bicycle connections through and adjacent to 
the project site.

The site circulation facilitates easy access for
all modes of transportation. The project 
includes short-term and long-term bike 
parking. The project moves the existing 
curb cut along Olive further away from 
the existing single-family residential use.

The requirements for air quality are intended to buffer
residential uses from potential sources of odor and/or toxic 
air contaminants.

No proposed uses on the project site would
produce odor or toxic air. Future uses are 
required to comply with these performance 
standards.

In accordance with Titles 15 and 17 of the Palo Alto
Municipal Code, minimize the potential hazards of any use on 
a development site that will entail the storage, use, or 
handling of hazardous materials (including hazardous wastes) 
on-site in excess of the exempt quantities prescribed in 
Health and Safety Code Division 20, Chapter 6.95, and Title 
15 of this code.

This is not applicable to the proposed 
residential use.

18.23.060   Noise and Vibration Project Consistency

18.23.070 Parking

18.23.080   Vehicular, Pedestrian and Bicycle Site Access

18.23.090   Air Quality

18.23.100   Hazardous Materials
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Attachment G
South El Camino Real Design Guidelines

Address/File #: 3001 El Camino Real [22PLN-00229]

This checklist provides a summary of the South El Camino Real Design Guidelines in conjunction with the 1979 
Council-adopted El Camino Real Design Guidelines, and the proposed project's consistency. 

Guiding Principles Proposed Project

1 Within a pedestrian node (California Av., Barron-Ventura, 
or Triangle at El Camino Way)

The project is not located within a 
pedestrian node. The project is located 
within the Cal-Ventura corridor.  

2 A 12' sidewalk (curb face to building) with trees, planters, 
and seating

The project provides a 12’ sidewalk from 
the curb to the back of the 
sidewalk/building along El Camino Real and 
8’ between the curb and back of the 
sidewalk on Olive Avenue (front of the 
parcel). Mature trees are preserved, and 
improvement such as windows with views 
in and a courtyard area with seating and 
landscaping is proposed. 

3 Built with the front wall (building face) located at the back 
of the sidewalk

The project complies

4 Outdoor seating and dining, where appropriate The project does not include any 
commercial uses but includes seating 
within the courtyard along El Camino Real.  

5 A minimum height of 25 feet (2 and 3-story building) to 
reinforce the street's importance

The project is 5 stories along El Camino 
Real and reinforces the street’s 
importance.  

6 An entry or entries facing El Camino Real, so the building is 
oriented to the street

The building is oriented toward El Camino 
Real

7 On a street comer, incorporate special features to highlight 
building

The proposed project, with the revisions, 
highlights the building and provides and 
appropriate presence along El Camino Real 
and at prominent corners at Acacia/El 
Camino Real and Olive/El Camino Real 
through variations in height and materials.

8 Facades that animate the street: doors and windows, 
arcades, awnings, balconies, stairs

The project includes doors and windows, as 
well as balconies, to animate the street 
along El Camino Real

9 Flat roofs and parapets to create a cohesive streetscape  The project includes flat roofs to create a 
cohesive streetscape

10 Facades that have clearly expressed bases, bodies, and 
roofs or parapets

The project provides differences in 
materials to differentiate between the base 
and middle. Improvements could be made 
to better define the middle and top.
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11 Scale and presence proportional to the scale and 
importance of El Camino Real

The project has a scale and presence that is 
proportional to El Camino Real 

12 Adjacent to a residential neighborhood, variations in scale, 
articulation, setbacks

The project includes substantial setbacks 
for upper floors from the adjacent 
residential uses and utilizes second floor 
open space to reduce massing adjacent 
lower density uses. Recessed areas help to 
break up the long façade along El Camino 
Real and the interior side lot line paralleling 
El Camino. 

Site Planning and Landscape Design Concepts

Node Area projects:

15 At least 75% of the building face is at ECR setback 
line/build-to-line

16 On a comer, the building occupies 50% of side street 
frontage

The project is not located within a node. 

Corridor Area projects (Cal Ventura, Hotel Area):

18 At least 50% of the building face is at ECR setback 
line/build-to-line

19 On a comer, the building occupies 33% of side street 
frontage

The project is within the Cal Ventura 
Corridor and complies with these build-to 

lines.

Increased setbacks: (more than the build-to-line)

21 An increased setback that does not exceed 20 feet of the 
property frontage length

The project does not include an increased 
setback.

22 Public amenities (wider sidewalk, outdoor seating or dining) The project includes outdoor seating in a 
recessed courtyard along the frontage and 
wider sidewalks along El Camino Real. 

Curb cuts and parking lots
24 A minimized curb cut width The project has a single curb cut along a 

side street. The curb cut is the minimal 
width necessary to provide ingress/egress.

25 An extension of sidewalk material and width across 
driveways

The sidewalk extends across the driveway 
access.

26 Sharing driveway with adjoining property The driveway is not shared but this would 
not be appropriate given the adjacent 
single-family residential use.

27 Using alley access or side street access to parking lot The project provides side street access on 
Olive Avenue, consistent with the existing 
access to the site but further from the 
existing single-family residential use.

28 Parking lot no more than 50% of ECR frontage, no more 
than 120'

None of the parking is provided along the 
frontage.

Usable Open Space Amenities

30 Attractive and functional plazas, seating, and activity areas 
are located at the entrances 

 The project includes recessed 
plaza/courtyard areas on the ground floor 
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along El Camino Real and to set back the 
building and add greenery near the single-
family residential uses. Additional common 
open space is provided along the interior 
side yard lot line. Open space areas include 
play areas for children, landscaping, 
seating, etc.  

31 Seating, tables, canopies and covered trellises The project does not include canopies or 
covered trellises in the open space areas 
but does provide overhangs on the ground 
floor and outdoor benches and landscaping 
in courtyards, including along El Camino 
Real at the entrance to the building 

32 Careful treatment of property edges and spaces between 
buildings

The project includes landscaping/open 
space between 

Landscape and Hardscape

33 Extensive planting and the use of other landscape amenities 
to create “outdoor rooms”

The project includes landscaped areas, 
including useable common open space, on 
the ground floor and second-floor levels. 
Landscaping is used to screen outdoor 
areas from adjacent uses to maintain 
privacy.

Site Lighting

34 Emphasize pedestrian path and safety, minimize glare The project provides lighting that is 
designed to provide safe circulation while 
reducing glare and any overspill.

35 Use a variety of fixtures that are integrated into 
building/landscape design

The lighting is integrated into the building 
and landscape. 

Alleys

37 Windows and doors oriented toward alley

38 Service facilities screened with enclosures

39 Durable, attractive garage doors, entry doors, windows

40 Lighting directed to not impact adjacent properties

Not applicable 
 (no alley proposed)  

Building Design Concepts

42 An articulated base, body, and roof/parapet The materials create a natural base and 
middle but further improvements could be 
made to better differentiate between the 
middle and top.

43 Expressed structural bays The project includes a courtyard on the 
ground floor along the El Camino Real 
frontage.

44 Facades parallel to the right of ways The facades parallel the right-of-way 

45 Exceptions to front or side daylight plane requirements No exceptions are requested. The daylight 
plane requirements apply to the interior 
side yard property line (paralleling El 
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Camino Real). The project complies with 
the requirement by setting the upper floors 
back from the single-family residential 
uses.   

46 Design consistency on all facades The project is properly designed on all four 
facades.

47 An articulated facade rather than a merely decorative or 
false front

The project includes courtyards on both the 
frontage along El Camino Real and the 
interior side yard paralleling El Camino Real 
to break up the building. Material changes, 
changes in elevation, and balconies provide 
further articulation of the façade on all four 
sides. 

48 ADA features as an integral part of building design The project is ADA-compliant and ADA-
compliant features are incorporated into 
the building design. 

49 Recessed entry arcades The project includes a recessed courtyard 
at the entry of the building to provide a 
gathering space and to break up the 
frontage along El Camino Real.

Awnings

51 Spaces to gather or retreat The first floor of the building is set back on 
all streets, providing an overhang for 
shelter from the elements and allowing for 
wider sidewalks and landscaping while still 
enforcing the frontage 

52 Habitable space in front of parking The project includes more active uses, such 
as a gym, leasing office, and bicycle parking 
along the frontage, and sets the parking 
toward the rear, away from El Camino 
Real. 

Windows

54 Inset or trim on windows The project insets the windows from the 
stucco providing the appearance of a 
window trim . Improvements could be 
considered to provide more of a trim to the 
windows to provide depth and articulation 
in accordance with the South El Camino 
Real Design Guidelines. 

55 Display windows The project does not include commercial 
uses. Therefore, display windows are not 
provided.

56 Transparent doors and windows along at least 75% of 
ground floor ECR facades

Windows on the ground floor are 
transparent 

57 Transparent windows along at least 50% of upper-level ECR 
facades

Windows on the upper floors of the façade, 
as well as most of the ground floor are 
transparent  
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Rooflines

59 Prominent cornices and rooflines The roofline/top could be better 
differentiated from the middle to provide a 
more clear roofline. 

60 A flat roof and/or a roof form reflecting facade articulation The project provides a flat roof 

61 Parapet hides rooftop mechanical equipment The parapets hide rooftop mechanical 
equipment as shown in the line-of-sight 
diagrams

Materials

63 Durable, high-quality materials to convey integrity, 
permanence and durability

The project provides high quality materials 
and an appropriate mix of materials. The 
project utilizes concrete for portions of the 
project, a material that conveys durability 
and permanence and corten for highlighted 
features.

64 Materials integral to facade and structure, not arbitrarily 
applied

The materials are integral to the façade and 
structure and are not arbitrarily applied. 

Signage

66 Sign colors are limited as set forth in the 1979 El Camino 
Real Design Guidelines 

67 Sign area limited to 2/3 of the maximum sign area per 
PAMC (1979 ECRDG)

68 Integrated into building façade

69 Individually formed letters (no sign cabinets)

70 Window sign coverage no greater than 20% maximum

71 No new pole signs

72 Monument signage only when no feasibility for wall signs 
on the building

73 Wall wash lighting or halo lighting ("reverse pan channel 
letters")/backlighting of signs

74 Colors that coordinate with building colors (no florescent or 
very bright colors)

The project does not include any proposed 
signage at this time. Therefore, these sign 
guidelines are not relevant to the proposed 
project. 
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Charities Housing 
3001 El Camino Real, Palo Alto: Concessions Analyses 

The affordable housing development project proposed by Charities Housing at 3001 El Camino Real is a 
100% affordable housing project and is entitled to a density bonus pursuant to Government Code 
Section 65915(b)(1)(g). The project will provide all of its units at 50% AMI or below, exceeding the 
density bonus threshold qualification of 80% AMI. As a 65915(b)(1)(g) project the affordable housing 
development is entitled to four (4) concessions. The following are the bases of the findings to support 
the four concessions pursuant to 65915(d)(1).  

1. FAR: increase to 2.7:1 from a max allowable of 0.6:1.

Pursuant to California Government Code Section 95915(d) and section 18.15.050(c) of the Palo
Alto Municipal Code, Charities Housing requests a concession to allow the project to be
developed at a floor area ration (FAR) of 2.7:1. The requested concession would enable the
100% affordable housing development to proceed. Without a concession for FAR, this
development is not financially feasible to pursue. A multifamily affordable housing development
competes for financing at the local, state and sometimes federal level for the limited dollars
available for affordable housing. One critical benchmark in lender’s analysis is cost per unit. If
the land cost per unit is 5 to 7 times higher than average, the total cost per unit including
construction and soft costs, will exceed the standard for affordable housing and the
development would never be awarded funding.

Charities paid $16,000,000 for the land. The current maximum allowable FAR in the zoning
district of 0.6:1 on the 1.96-acre project site would result in a development project with only
approximately 32 units. This would equate to $500,000 per unit, which is well beyond feasibility
from any public financing perspective. Developing at a FAR of 2.7:1 enables 129 apartments to
be built, reducing the affordable housing land cost to $124,000 per unit. Although this is still a
high per unit land cost this and the balance of the project concessions will allow the project to
move forward with public financing options.

2. Reduce rear setback (Acacia Avenue) from 10’ to 5’

Pursuant to Pursuant to California Government Code Section 95915(d) and section
18.15.050(c)(iv) of the Palo Alto Municipal Code, Charities Housing requests a concession to
allow the project to reduce the rear setback at Acacia Avenue from the required 10 feet to the
proposed 5 feet at floors two through five (8’ setback at the ground floor level). This concession
impacts 16 below market rate units on the Acacia Avenue side of the project. As discussed in the
concession request above, this project needs every allowable unit, bedroom, and floor area
benefit it is entitled to per state density bonus law to help write down the cost of the property
and provide for the BMR units. This concession ensures the project is both eligible for and
competes well for public financial resources.
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Not allowing the requested concession will eliminate all the bedrooms of the units that front 
Acacia Avenue. This particularly effects eight large, three-bedroom family-sized units as well as a 
stack of four two-bedroom units. That will eliminate or significantly reduce the units along that 
frontage, increasing the per unit cost of the whole project. In addition, to complete for tax 
credits projects must fall within a designated category. In this case the category is large family 
housing. This category requires a minimum of 50% of the total units to be 2- and 3-bedroom 
units. If the project loses the 2 & 3 BR units along Acacia, the project will not receive tax credits 
and as a result will not be feasible. The additional 5 feet along the length of Acacia Avenue 
allows for the total of 129 affordable dwelling units, where only 113 dwelling units could be 
constructed with a 10’ setback.  

3. To exceed lot coverage from required max of 50% to 74%

Pursuant to California Government Code Section 95915(d) and section 18.15.050(c)(iv) of the
Palo Alto Municipal Code, Charities Housing requests a concession to allow an increase in the
zoning district’s maximum allowed lot coverage from 50% to 74%, as proposed in the density
bonus project. The lot coverage limitation will deprive the project of nearly one-third of its total
floor area, reducing the unit count of an unknown redesigned project to less than 90 units. That
will increase the affordable housing land price per unit to well beyond the $124,000 per unit of
the current project. Allowing the increase in lot coverage to 74% as proposed for the project
enables 129 apartments to be built. This lot coverage concession, along with the balance of the
concessions, helps reduce the project’s affordable housing land costs from $500,000 per
dwelling unit to $124,000 per dwelling unit. The requested concession will enable the 100%
affordable housing development to proceed.

4. Reduce required useable open space from 19,350 sf to 12,917 sf

Pursuant to California Government Code Section 95915(d) and section 18.15.050(c)(iv) of the
Palo Alto Municipal Code, Charities Housing requests a concession to reduce the required
useable open space from 19,350 square feet to 12,917 square feet in the proposed project. To
provide the required useable open space, the project would either have to forego at least 7,500
square feet of land at the ground level or create 7,500 square feet of open space on the roof
top.

Reducing the project’s footprint by 7,500 square feet is a 20% reduction in the footprint of the
building. As an extrapolation that equates to a 27-unit reduction in the project. It also increases
the per unit construction cost by reducing the project’s economy of scale and significantly
increase the affordable housing costs as they related to the per unit cost of the land.

To create the required open space on the roof top, significant new engineering, architecture,
and construction costs are required. Additional water proofing, roof bracing, decking, materials,
soils, planters, benches/tables/chairs, and other amenities come with a cost of approximately
$200 per square foot. In addition to reducing the amount of solar capacity on the rooftop, this
scenario would cost the project an additional $1,500,000. That is an increase in the affordable
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housing project’s per unit costs. If we simply assume that the open space could go on the roof 
and maintain unit count, that’s an additional $1,162,000 per unit. The cost is much higher of we 
were to look at ground level options. 

This lot coverage concession, along with the balance of the concessions, helps reduce the 
project’s affordable housing land costs from $500,000 per dwelling unit to $124,000 per 
dwelling unit. The requested concession will enable the 100% affordable housing development 
to proceed. 
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Feb 12, 2023 

TO:  Charities Housing 
TO:  Claire Raybould 
TO:  Palo Alto City Council 
TO:   Olive Ave Neighbors 

RE:  3001-3017 El Camino Real Project 

RE:  Existing Plan with ingress/egress onto Olive Ave 

There are several considerations regarding cars from this proposed project to enter and exit onto Olive 
Avenue.   

1- It encourages cars from this building to park on Olive Ave.  If there is rather a south facing
entrance/exit there is a choice to first use Acacia for parking before coming to Olive Ave to park.

2- Using a south facing entrance/exit eliminates the extremely dangerous crossing of El Camino to
continue south on El Camino.

3- In the current north facing entrance/exit plan prevent all cars from making a right turn EXCEPT  for
only this building’s car users.   No other traffic allowed to make a right turn.

4- Berm of some sort to prevent cars from continuing further on Olive Ave.

5- This eliminates all the commuter traffic from turning right onto Olive Ave and speeding down Olive
to Ash to make a right turn to get back onto Page Mill.

6- Right lane on Olive Ave to remain open.

Comments here continue to address parking and heavy commuter traffic onto Olive Ave, and now the 
addition of more cars from this project.   Consider creating a berm to discourage eastbound traffic on 
Olive Ave. yet allowing cars to get into the Charities building.   

Creating a right turn lane from El Camino Real onto Page Mill Rd would help the flow of traffic going 
north, and help to eliminate blocking both Pepper and Olive intersections. 

Sincerely 

Sandra Lockhart 
405 Olive Ave, Palo Alto 
Ph 560 380-4957 
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From: Sandra Lockhart
To: jhead@charitieshousing.org; Cponcetta@Charitieshousing.org; Raybould, Claire; Council, City; Kou, Lydia
Subject: More on a south facing direction
Date: Thursday, February 9, 2023 2:59:40 PM

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious of opening attachments and clicking
on links.
________________________________

To:  Charities Housing

To:  Claire Raybould, Sr Planner City of PA

To:  Palo Alto City Council

To:  Olive Ave Neighbors

RE:  3001-3017 El Camino Real project

RE:  Turn building around so car traffic is toward Acacia and NOT Olive Ave.

This would allow for a safer entry and exit from El Camino.

Entry coming south from north, then  onto Acacia would entail using an
already there left turn lane, using an already there light, making the
turn on a green light moving into the right lane and then right onto
Acacia.  Parking choice there is on Acacia, bldg parking lot, or back to
El Camino to Olive Ave.

Entry coming north from south, turn directly onto Acacia.  Again parking
choice there is on Acacia, the bldg parking lot, or back to El Camino to
Olive Avenue.

Leaving the parking lot of the bldg  with intention to go south.   Wait
for the light to turn red (a short block south) then It is 100 feet to
the left turn lane on El Camino.  Make the U turn at El Camino /Olive Ave.

Leaving the parking lot of the bldg with intention to go north. A
straight shot after making the right turn onto El Camino,  move into the
middle lane to avoid right turn lane to Page Mill.

This is by far the safest of all methods:  Ingress/Egress to/from the
3001 3017 Building from Acacia St.    Using Olive Avenue to cross El
Camino is extremely dangerous, entangling with fast drivers coming from
the south on El Camino, the left or U turn lane, and the fast cars
coming from the north.

Sincerely,

Sandy Lockhart
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From: Sandra Lockhart
To: Cponcetta@Charitieshousing.org; jhead@charitieshousing.org; Council, City; Raybould, Claire; Kou, Lydia
Cc: Landform01@earthlink.net; kwokedmond@hotmail.com; jaredlockhart@yahoo.com; yugenl@hotmail.com;

sjul@umich.edu; anupabajwa@gmail.com
Subject: 3001-3017 el camino
Date: Wednesday, February 8, 2023 3:07:26 PM
Attachments: jE8FpxS0k8hMXzbm.png

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Be cautious
of opening attachments and clicking on links.

Feb 7, 2023

To: Christian Poncetta,Charities.com 

TO: Joe Head, Charities.com

TO: Palo Alto City Council

TO: Claire Raybould, Sr. City Planner of Palo Alto

TO: Olive Ave Neighbors

From: Sandy Lockhart

405 Olive Ave, Palo Alto

salockhart405@Yahoo.com

RE: 3001-3017 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, Parking mandate that doesn't cover sufficient
parking on site for proposed project.

Parking on Olive Avenue, this morning 2/7. There are 98 cars parked on our street this
morning, plus the cars on Ash.

We live a block from Park Ave. Whatever is happening at that end of the street is causing
every spare space to be used. That company at the end of Olive does NOT provide sufficient
parking. One neighbor at 275 Olive told me he had someone move his garbage bins inorder to
make room for his car. This morning I spent 8 minutes trying to get my car started to take a
child to school and someone waited there for me to move until he realized I couldn't move my
car.

Is there room for yet more cars to be parked on Olive Ave. because of your project?

I DON’T THINK SO.
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Sincerely, 

SAL

Sandy Lockhart
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If you need assistance reviewing the above documents, please contact the Project Planner or call the Planner-on-Duty at 
650-617-3117 or email planner@cityofpaloalto.org

Attachment J

Project Plans

In order to reduce paper consumption, a limited number of hard copy project plans are provided to 

Board members for their review.  The same plans are available to the public, at all hours of the day, via 

the following online resources.

Environmental Document

An Initial Study / Mitigated Negative Declaration has been prepared for this project.  In accordance 

with CEQA Guideline Section 15073, this document will be available for a minimum 30-day circulation 

period beginning February 13, 2023 and ending on March 15, 2023. 

Directions to review Project plans and environmental documents online: 

1. Go to: bit.ly/PApendingprojects

2. Scroll down to find “3001 El Camino Real” and click the address link

3. On this project-specific webpage you will find a link to the project plans and other important

information

Direct Link to Project Webpage:

https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/News-Articles/Planning-and-Development-Services/30013017-El-

Camino-Real

Materials Boards:

Prior to the hearing, color and material boards will be available to view in the display case outside of 

City Hall, on the exterior elevator near the corner of Hamilton Ave. and Bryant St.  For closer 

examination, this same board will be brought to chambers during the ARB hearing.
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